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Three killer facts

• 98% of the clubs fans do not generate revenues – think 
of the potential.

• Average fan spends less than any other European ‘top 
flight’ club, and it is dropping.
– £0.34 on merchandise
– £1.21 including ticket sales

• Increasing fan spend to £1 would grow the revenue line 
by 50% - 5 times the AIG deal.

In summary the consumer is the great ‘untapped’ potential
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Glazer ‘United’

• Manchester United must deliver 6 key objectives during 
next 3-5 years
– Better manage (and predict) the revenue line
– Deliver an accelerated profit growth
– Define and develop the Manchester United brand
– Define and develop the ‘United’ experience
– Drive greater consumer loyalty
– Reduce debt

• The foundation is there but the rules of the game have, 
and are, continuing to change
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Commercial ‘United’

• Manchester United should drive further commercial sponsorships / partnerships as 
well as TV rights BUT must always remember these not a firm foundation to build the 
business model on because

– It is wholly reliant on ‘on-field’ success
– Reliant on the ‘game as a whole’ continuing to drive significant revenues in UK
– Football must learn from the lessons of F1 sponsorship

• Sponsorship potential
– Sponsors must link to the brand and what it stands for

• Tag Heuer, Hugo Boss, Sony
• Partnership potential

– Partners must also link to the brand and what it stands for
– Ferrari, Vodaphone, Gatorade

• Rights potential
– MUTV, Asia, North America, South America

• Gate potential
– Secure season ticket revenue early to help offset interest debt.
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Consumer ‘United’

• Once the ‘United’ experience has been defined the club must work 
tirelessly to deliver that experience.

• Consumer revenues can be driven by ‘simply’ understanding the 
consumer need and delivering against that need. For example

• The Megastore shirt printing service makes consumers wait in line for shirt 
printing. This can take ‘up to’ an hour, by offering a collect after the match or 
deliver ‘day-after-next’ to home service consumers can spend during the 
hour 

• The store layout and design is not best practice, more could be done to drive 
revenues, and outsourcing parts of the operation could be a consideration

• Reward and recognise people as individuals – too much ‘blanket’ 
communication comes from the club driving up costs and reducing returns

• Have a defined ‘activity calendar’ that allows for marketing campaigns to be 
organised around them.
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